Cystic fibrosis (CF), the most common recessive autosomal disease among Caucasians, is caused by mutations in the gene encoding the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein. The most common mutation, F508del, leads to CFTR impaired plasma membrane trafficking. Therapies modulating CFTR basic defect are emerging, such as VX-809, a corrector of F508del-CFTR traffic which just succeeded in a Phase III clinical trial. We recently showed that VX-809 is additive to two other correctors (VRT-325 and compound 4a). Here, we aimed to determine whether the differential rescuing by these compounds results from cell-specific factors or rather from distinct effects at the early biogenesis and/or processing. The rescuing efficiencies of the above three correctors were first compared in different cellular models (primary respiratory cells, cystic fibrosis bronchial epithelial and baby hamster kidney [BHK] cell lines) by functional approaches: micro-Ussing chamber and iodide efflux. Next, biochemical methods (metabolic labeling, pulse-chase and immunoprecipitation) were used to determine their impact on CFTR biogenesis / processing. Functional analyses revealed that VX-809 has the greatest rescuing efficacy and that the relative efficiencies of the three compounds are essentially maintained in all three cellular models tested. Nevertheless, biochemical data show that VX-809 significantly stabilizes F508del-CFTR immature form, an effect that is not observed for C3 nor C4. VX-809 and C3 also significantly increase accumulation of immature CFTR. Our data suggest that VX-809 increases the stability of F508del-CFTR immature form at an early phase of its biogenesis, thus explaining its increased efficacy when inducing its rescue.
Introduction
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common severe autosomal recessive disease in Caucasians, caused by mutations in the gene (Riordan et al. 1989) , that encodes for the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein, a chloride (Cl À ) channel expressed at the apical membrane of epithelial cells and regulating salt and water transport in epithelia (Collins 1992) . Most CF mutations cause disease by disrupting either CFTR cell surface expression or its function as a Cl À channel.
The biosynthesis and maturation of CFTR is a complex and inefficient process, even for the wild-type (wt) protein. Correctly folded CFTR traffics from the ER to the plasma membrane (PM), passing through the Golgi where it undergoes full glycosylation. In contrast, when the protein is misfolded as occurs for the most frequent diseasecausing mutant -F508del (Collins 1992) , it is retained in the ER, thus remaining only core-glycosylated, and is rapidly targeted for ER-associated degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway (UPP) (Jensen et al. 1995; Farinha et al. 2002; Farinha and Amaral 2005) .
F508del mutation, associated with a severe clinical phenotype (Collins 1992) , disrupts the function of CFTR in three ways: firstly, due to the protein folding defect, it prevents the trafficking to the PM (Cheng et al. 1990 ). Secondly, F508del greatly impairs channel regulation causing a major gating defect (Schultz et al. 1999) . Thirdly, when rescued to the PM F508del-CFTR still presents a highly decreased half-life due to both accelerated endocytosis and fast ubiquitin-dependent turnover (Sharma et al. 2004; Swiatecka-Urban et al. 2005) . Knowledge of how F508del and other CF mutations cause loss of Cl À channel function is leading to new, rational therapeutic approaches aimed at correcting such basic defects, through CFTR chemical modulators.
Rescue of F508del-CFTR was first shown for low temperature incubation (Denning et al. 1992 ) thus demonstrating that the folding defect associated with the F508del mutation is temperature-sensitive, but also that it is rescuable. Soon after, glycerol was also shown to achieve F508del-CFTR rescue in recombinant cells, albeit with some toxicity (Sato et al. 1996) . These findings triggered a quest for small molecule compounds to rescue F508del-CFTR. These include both pharmacological/ chemical chaperones, directly promoting protein folding specifically/ unspecifically (Amaral 2004) , or proteostasis modulators acting in the general cellular folding or quality control machineries (Balch et al. 2011) .
Several high-throughput screening (HTS) efforts have produced a number of lead CFTR modulators, of two types, namely: (1) "correctors" (Van Goor et al. 2006) that rescue the trafficking defect of F508del-CFTR; and (2) "potentiators" (Pedemonte et al. 2005b ) that restore Cl À channel gating. These compounds have become increasingly potent, more specific, and less toxic. Correctors include laboratory reagents like the quinazoline derivative VRT-325 (C3) (Van Goor et al. 2006) (Boyle et al. 2014 ). Such screening initiatives have proven that F508del-CFTR correctors are much more difficult to identify than potentiators. Indeed, the effects of the best corrector (VX-809, lumacaftor) that has gone through Phase III clinical trial in combination with ivacaftor (VERTEX, 2014) are not as striking as those of the approved potentiator (Pedemonte et al. 2010; Van Goor et al. 2011) .
Some of these correctors, such as VX-809 have been described to promote maturation of F508del-CFTR in a specific way Van Goor et al. 2011) , while others are unspecific. C3 for instance promotes maturation of both P-glycoprotein-and CFTR-processing mutants (Van Goor et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007b) . C4 also promotes the rescue of intracellularly retained mutants of melanocortin-4 receptor, a G-PCR related to juvenile obesity ). Moreover, it was shown that combinations of correctors may have additive effects on rescuing F508del-CFTR and other mutants, thus opening avenues for combination therapies (Wang et al. 2007a; Farinha et al. 2013) .
However, the mechanism of action (MoA) of these compounds/drugs is still not completely understood. Recent studies have highlighted that not only cell background can influence the pharmacological rescue of mutant CFTR (Pedemonte et al. 2010; Amaral and Farinha 2013) , but also the polarization status in the case of epithelial cells . Furthermore, for CFTR modulators that are just laboratory reagents, there is only reduced knowledge on their comparative efficacy in heterologous expression systems and primary cells from CF patients, which may be critical to validate the respective MoA.
Regarding VX-809, several groups (including our own) have proposed that it acts through binding to the pocket created by the deletion of F508 at the interface between the first nucleotide-binding domain (NBD1) and the fourth intracellular loop (ICL4) of the second membranespanning domain He et al. 2013; Okiyoneda et al. 2013) . VX-809 was also found not to confer to F508del-CFTR the long-term thermal stability of wt-CFTR (He et al. 2013) . However, more studies need to address the efficacy of these compounds in native tissues from CF patients, so as to give a better prediction of their in vivo efficacy.
Our goal here was to compare the efficacy of VX-809 in functionally rescuing F508del-CFTR with that of currently used correctors C3 (VRT-325) and C4 in primary HBE cells and in other cell systems. Our data show that VX-809 always rescued F508del-CFTR more efficiently than the two other compounds in all cell types tested. In order to further investigate the step at which VX-809 may be acting, we determined the impact of the three compounds upon CFTR biosynthesis and turnover to find that VX-809 exerts its action at the early steps of CFTR biogenesis.
Materials and Methods
Cell culture and treatment with compounds Access to non-CF and CF patient-derived tissue samples received approval from the Ethics Committee of the Hospitals involved. Primary non-CF and CF (derived from F508del CFTR homozygous patients) airway epithelial cells were isolated as previously (Moniz et al. 2013) . Briefly, cells were expanded on collagen I/ fibronectin-coated plastic dishes before passage to the porous membrane inserts. Both primary and cystic fibrosis bronchial epithelial (CFBE) cells stably transduced with either wt-or F508del-CFTR (CFBE) (Bebok et al. 2005) were grown on collagen IV-coated porous membranes in air-liquid interface (ALI) for, respectively, 4-5 weeks and 6-9 days before experimentation. CFBE and baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells stably expressing wt-or F508del-CFTR were cultured as previously described (Farinha et al. 2002; Moniz et al. 2013) . Cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of compound 4a (C4), VRT-325 (C3) (CFFT modulator library) and VX-809 (Selleck Chem, Munich, Germany) in 0.5% FBS (BHK) or 1% FBS (CFBE) supplemented medium. Concentrations of the compounds were selected as previously described or, in the case of functional assessment in CFBE cells, after testing the effectiveness of different concentrations relatively to its toxicity (see Results and Discussion and Conclusions), so as to obtain the maximal effect without a marked toxic effect. Stock solutions of forskolin (10 mmol/L) (Sigma, St.Louis, MO, USA), genistein (50 mmol/L) (Sigma) and CFTR channel blocker CFTRInh-172 (10 mmol/L) were prepared in either pure ethanol or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The incubation dose and time were selected to achieve maximal correction without toxicity for each cell line.
CFTR accumulation experiments
To assess the rate of CFTR biosynthetic accumulation, a modified pulse-labeling experiment was performed. Briefly, cells were starved for 30 min in methionine-free medium and then labeled for different periods of time (as indicated) with 150 lCi [ 35 S]methionine at 37°C. Cells were then lysed and immunoprecipitation performed was performed with anti-CFTR 596 antibody (CFF, Bethesda, MD) as previously (Farinha et al. 2002) . Rate of CFTR synthesis is measured by the incorporation of [
35 S]methionine and graphically represented at each time point as a fold increase relatively to the shortest incubation time (t = 10 min).
Pulse-chase
After incubation with compounds, cells expressing CFTR were starved for 30 min in methionine-free medium and then pulsed for 30 min at 37°C in the same medium supplemented with 150 lCi [
35 S]methionine. Pulse-chase experiments, followed by immunoprecipitation of CFTR were performed as above.
Iodide efflux
CFTR-mediated iodide efflux was measured at room temperature using the cAMP agonist forskolin (10 lmol/L) and the CFTR potentiator genistein (50 lmol/L; SigmaAldrich) as described (Lansdell et al. 1998; Roxo-Rosa et al. 2006 ).
Micro-Ussing chamber recordings
Transepithelial electrical resistance of the cells growing on Snapwell inserts was measured with the Chopstick Electrode (STX2 from WPI, Sarasota, FL, USA). Monolayers with resistance values above 450 Ω.cm 2 were mounted in modified micro-Ussing chambers. Compounds (C3, C4 or VX-809) were not present during the recordings. Recordings were done as described previously (Tian et al. 2013) . Briefly, the apical and basolateral surfaces of primary HBE cultures were continuously perfused with Ringer solution (in mmol/L: NaCl 145, KH 2 PO 4 0.4, K 2 HPO 4 1.6, D-glucose 5, MgCl 2 1, Ca-gluconate 1.3). For CFBE41o-cells, the apical bath solution was replaced by a low Cl À Ringer solution containing (in mmol/L): NaCl 32; KH 2 PO 4 0.4; K 2 HPO 4 1.6; D-glucose 5; MgCl 2 1; Cagluconate 5.7 and Na-gluconate 112. For primary HBE experiments, 20 lmol/L amiloride was added to apical bath solutions to exclude a potential interference by the epithelial sodium (Na + ) channel (ENaC) on V te recordings was excluded by luminal exposure to ENaC inhibitor amiloride. Following a 20 min equilibration period, baseline values were recorded. Subsequently, the cAMP agonist, forskolin (2 lmol/L), the CFTR potentiator genistein (50 lmol/L), and the CFTR channel blocker Inh 172 (30 lmol/L) were added sequentially. Transepithelial resistance (R te ) was determined by applying short (1 s) current pulses (I = 0.5 lA) and the corresponding changes in transepithelial voltage (V te ) were recorded continuously. Equivalent cAMP-stimulated CFTR shortcircuit currents ( eq DI sc ) were calculated by Ohm's law from V te and R te ( eq I sc = V te /R te ). Values for V te were referred to the basolateral side of the monolayers.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was made using two-tailed Student's ttests for simple (paired) comparisons (Fig. 6 ) and oneway Analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc Tukey's test for multiple comparisons (Figs. 1-5). Statistical significance was considered for P < 0.05. The GraphPad Prism (La Jolla, CA, USA) version 5.0f software was used for statistical analysis.
Results

Functional assessment of F508del-CFTR rescue by C3, C4, and VX-809 in BHK cells
We firstly functionally assessed the F508del-CFTR rescue by the three correctors in the three cellular models. To such end in BHK cells, since they do not polarize, we used the iodide efflux technique (instead of Ussing chamber measurements). BHK cells, although less relevant in the context of CFTR biology, are a simpler model that when transfected express high amounts of CFTR. This allows a more direct characterization of direct effects upon CFTR, independent of more sophisticated trafficking and regulated activity as in polarized cells. We were able to detect F508del-CFTR function after 12-24 h incubation with each of the three compounds plus potentiator genistein (Fig. 1) . Comparison of the respective activity peak levels with those of low-temperature rescued F508del-CFTR and of wt-CFTR, shows that for VX-809 the activity peak is~46% of wt-CFTR (Fig. 1C) , a value similar to that of low temperature rescued F508del-CFTR (~55% of wt-CFTR), whereas C3 and C4 only restore the mutant function to~26% and~33% of wt-CFTR, respectively. Activity peaks for cells under all three correctors exhibit a delay of 2 min (VX-809) or 3 min (C3 and C4) compared to wt-CFTR (Fig. 1B) , whereas in low temperature rescue no delay is observed (Fig. 1A) . currents, whereas cells exposed to C3 revealed a much smaller response, consistent with reported inhibitory effect of this compound at higher concentrations on channel activity (Kim Chiaw et al. 2010) (Fig. 2) .
Although the response of cells treated with VX-809 showed the greatest efficacy among all three correctors, low temperature restored F508del-CFTR function to even higher values (~67% of wt-CFTR,~12-fold increase vs. DMSO). This observation is in agreement with previous studies in these cells Moniz et al. 2013) .
Functional assessment of endogenous F508del-CFTR rescue by C3, C4, and VX-809 in primary cultures of human bronchial epithelial cells
To test the rescuing effect of these CFTR correctors on patient-derived cells with endogenous F508del-CFTR, that is closer to in vivo conditions, we treated primary cultures of HBE cells derived from F508del-CFTR homozygous patients with compounds C3, C4, and VX-809. We used as a negative control equivalent cultures treated with the vehicle (DMSO). Response of DMSO-treated cultures cannot be distinguished from that of nontreated cultures, as we have shown previously (Moniz et al. 2013) . Data from micro-Ussing chamber transepithelial voltage (V te ) measurements and respective DI eqÀsc (Fig. 3) show that VX-809 rescues F508del-CFTR function in response to either the cAMP agonist forskolin alone or in combination with potentiator genistein (Fig. 3D) . In contrast, the efficacy of both C3 and C4 is very modest, as previously shown (Van Goor et al. 2011) . Importantly, these effects were specifically blocked by CFTR Inh 172 (Fig. 3C) . In comparison to DMSO-treated control primary HBE cells, VX-809 treatment resulted in a~6-fold increase in Cl À transport in response to forskolin and genistein, whereas C3 or C4 resulted in only~1.5 and~1.2-fold increases, respectively (Fig. 3D ). This~6-fold increase in channel activity represented a recovery of activity equivalent to~20% of CFTR function in primary HBE cells from non-CF individuals ( Fig. 3A and B) .
Comparison of functional correction of F508del-CFTR in different cellular models
To address the above-described cell specificity of correctors, we then compared the respective maximal effects (fold increase relatively to each DMSO-treated control). This analysis shows that VX-809 is the most effective of the three correctors (Fig. 4A ) in all cellular models tested. Importantly, VX-809 has its highest effect in primary cells (~6-fold increase vs. DMSO), that is, significantly higher than observed in human bronchial epithelial (~2.2-fold) or in hamster (~3-fold) cell lines. The other correctors are not as effective in any of the three models tested. C3 is only effective in BHK cells whereas C4 has a modest effect both in CFBE and BHK cell lines. Curiously, neither of these laboratory correctors rescues F508del-CFTR in HBE primary cells (Figs. 3, 4A) . When the rescuing efficacy of the three correctors was assessed by the percentage of wt-CFTR activity attained, once again VX-809 has the better results (Fig. 4B) . Interestingly, this analysis shows that the relative rescuing efficiencies for the three compounds are essentially maintained in all three cellular models tested (Fig. 4B) . Although the comparison shown joins together results from iodide efflux and Ussing chamber methods, both correspond, in the respective models (nonpolarized vs. epithelial polarized cells), to an assessment of global ion (Cl À or I À ) transport (as opposed to a more thorough biophysical characterization of each CFTR channel), thus allowing a general inference on the overall effect of the compounds in the three models tested.
CFTR accumulation under treatment with C3, C4, and VX-809
Next, we investigated whether the higher efficiency of F508del-CFTR rescue by VX-809 is due to an effect at the early steps of biogenesis and folding of the mutant. We thus assessed the rates of protein accumulation under C3, C4, or VX-809. To this end, we exposed BHK cells expressing F508del-CFTR to each of the compounds for 24 h, then applied an [ 35 S]methionine pulse at 37°C for different periods of time, lysed at the end of each labeling period, and CFTR was immunoprecipitated (see Materials and Methods). Due to its intrinsic properties, this cell line is a good model to biochemically assess direct effects upon CFTR biogenesis and turnover, when compared to polarized epithelial cells in which CFTR is very stable at the membrane and thus technically difficult to use in metabolic labeling experiments (Farinha et al. 2004) . Results obtained for the yields of F508del-CFTR (Fig. 5A) as an increase relative to the shortest incubation time (10 min) were plotted against time to determine the rate of immature form (band B) accumulation (Fig. 5B) . Data show that accumulation of labeled band B is increased in the presence of both VX-809 and C3, but not of C4, in comparison to the DMSO control. Indeed, under either VX-809 or C3 there is a statistically significant increase in the amount of immature full-length F508del-CFTR detected after 45 min of labeling (Fig. 5B) .
Turnover rate and processing efficiency of F508del-CFTR under C3, C4, and VX-809
To assess how the observed accumulation of immature F508del-CFTR (indicative of an early effect of the compounds) impacts on the stability of the immature form of CFTR and on its conversion to the mature form (band C), we analyzed the turnover of band B and the efficiency of its processing into band C by pulse-chase analysis, after 24 h-treatment with each of the three compounds (or DMSO control), and keeping the compounds present for all the duration of the experiment (see Materials and Methods).
Data in Figure 6 provide evidence that the appearance of processed form of F508del-CFTR (band C) occurs earlier in VX-809-treated cells (Fig. 6G, right panel) than for cells under C3 (Fig. 6A, right panel) or C4 (Fig. 6D, right  panel) . In contrast, for DMSO-treated cells (Fig. 6A, D , G, left panels), only the immature form (band B) is detected. These results indicate that in compound treated cells, F508del-CFTR has exited the ER, and undergone full processing through the Golgi, plausibly reaching the cell surface, in agreement as previously reported (Pedemonte et al. 2005a; Van Goor et al. 2006 . Moreover, VX-809 is statistically more efficient than C3 or C4 in doing so (as assessed by comparing dotted lines in Figs. 6C, F, I by one-way ANOVA).
Quantification of band intensity over chase time to determine turnover rates (Fig. 6B, E, H ) and processing efficiency rates (Fig. 6C, F, I ) of the mutant protein under each corrector, shows that VX-809 significantly decreases the turnover rate of immature F508del-CFTR, being this accumulation statistically significant at 1, 3 and 5 h time points (Fig. 6H) . However, neither C3 (Fig. 6B) nor C4 (Fig. 6E) cause a similar effect.
This decrease in turnover rate by VX-809 also corresponds to an increase in its processing efficiency, that is, its conversion into the mature form. Indeed, while the amount of processed protein achieves~35% in VX-809-treated cells (Fig. 6I) , it only reaches~6% and~2% in cells treated with C3 (Fig. 6C) or C4 (Fig. 6F) , respectively. These data are thus in agreement with functional data that show a higher rescuing efficacy for VX-809.
Discussion and Conclusions
In the last decade, multiple HTS initiatives identified several small molecules that partially rescue the trafficking defect of F508del-CFTR (correctors) like VRT-325 (C3), VRT-640, compound 4a (C4), as well as others with potential of becoming drugs: VX-661 and VX-809 (Pedemonte et al. 2005a; Loo et al. 2006; Van Goor et al. 2006 .
Such screening initiatives have shown us so far that F508del-CFTR correctors are much more difficult to identify than potentiators. Indeed, the effects of the best one that has gone through clinical trial (VX-809, Lumacaftor) are not as spectacular as for the approved potentiator in primary airway epithelial cells from CF patients (Pedemonte et al. 2010; Van Goor et al. 2011) . Its potency and efficacy is even more limited, in the clinical setting, as shown by the recent outcomes of the CFTR corrector VX-809 alone (Clancy et al. 2012) or in combination with VX-770 (VERTEX, 2014). Indeed, despite being encouraging these results are not comparable to the outcomes of CFTR potentiator VX-770 (Ivacaftor/Kalydeco) in G551D-homozygous patients (Van Goor et al. 2009; Accurso et al. 2010) . Because the MoA of correctors is not fully understood, more studies need to address the efficacy of these compounds in native tissues from CF patients, so as to give a better prediction of their in vivo efficacy.
Herein, we compared the efficacy of three well-known CFTR correctors (C3, C4) and prodrug VX-809 in different cellular models, including primary HBE cells, so as to understand whether their differential functional efficacy might be explained at the early steps of CFTR biogenesis.
Functional correction of F508del-CFTR
To address the cell specificity of correctors, our data show that the efficacy of C3, C4, and VX-809 in rescuing F508del-CFTR function depends on the cellular model tested. The rescuing efficiencies of C3, C4, and VX-809 (vs. wt-CFTR function) were (in %): 24, 32, and 46 (in BHK cells, Fig. 1); 4, 8,  Fig. 2 ) and 5, 4, and 20 (in primary HBE cells, Fig. 3 ).
These data confirm recent studies indicating that CFTR processing and activity are strongly influenced by the cellular model and evidencing enhanced maturation and cell surface stability demonstrated in polarized cells versus nonpolarizing systems (Pedemonte et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2010 ). Although we used higher compound concentrations for both C3 (25 lmol/L) and C4 (15 lmol/L) in F508del-CFTR CFBE41o-cells, so as to observe functional rescue, our data demonstrate that C4 resulted in a modest 1.5-fold increase in DI eqÀsc-Fsk/Gen relative to control (DMSO), smaller than that of VX-809 (~2.2-fold) (Figs. 2, 4) . On the other hand, high concentrations of C3 showed to be inhibitory on cAMP-induced channel activity (data not shown), as reported by others (Kim Chiaw et al. 2010) . However, at these high concentrations of C3 and C4 some cell toxicity was elicited, as observed by decrease in R te of the monolayers (Fig. S1 ) which, however, was not significant for VX-809. Notwithstanding, these results do not warrant a full translation of efficiency into native tissues nor into the in vivo situation, as evidenced by results from clinical trials (Clancy et al. 2012) . Supporting this notion, Inh 172 effectively inhibits CFTR-mediated equivalent short-circuit currents (DI eqÀsc ) in primary HBE cell cultures ( fig. 3) . However, this inhibitor only mildly inhibits CFTR-mediated currents in intact human native tissue, that is, rectal biopsies (data not shown).
Thus, differences in protein folding and biogenesis as well as in processing efficiency (as also shown here) may also contribute to the differences in the rescuing efficiencies of VX-809, C3, and C4 observed between polarized (20, 5, and 4% of wt-CFTR function in HBE cells, 13, 4, and 8% of wt-CFTR function in CFBE cells, respectively) and nonpolarized cells (46, 25, and 33% of wt-CFTR function in BHK cells, respectively). These differences compromise in fact good predictions of corrector efficacy (see also Pedemonte et al. 2010) , based mainly on heterologous non-human systems. There is thus a need to use in screenings cellular models that recapitulate the compound efficacy in human bronchi. It is, nevertheless, interesting to note that the relative rescuing efficiencies by the three correctors are essentially maintained in all cellular models tested.
Insights into biogenesis and processing of correctors
To understand why VX-809 is more effective than the other two correctors, we assessed how these compounds affect the early steps of F508del-CFTR biogenesis.
C4 seems the only one of the three compounds that does not affect the accumulation of immature F508del-CFTR. Previously, C4 was described to partially correct the processing of another mutant ABC transporter, G268V-Pgp , and of a completely unrelated membrane protein, GPCR melanocortin-4 receptor . It is thus plausible that C4 does not specifically correct a pocket of F508del-CFTR, as suggested ) but it may act unspecifically in secretory traffic, or as chemical chaperone.
Interestingly, C3 promotes an increase in F508del-CFTR accumulation but not a decrease in its turnover rate. This may reflect an ability to stabilize the early steps of cotranslational folding that, however, does not translate in the stabilization of full-length protein. This compound has been proposed to correct the F508del-induced defect at the NBD1:NBD2 dimer interface , by promoting the interaction between the two halves of the CFTR molecule (Loo et al. 2009 ). Its ability to correct other misfolded variants of ABC transporters is, however, suggestive of a less specific interaction with F508del-CFTR. Nevertheless, it may just act on ABC transporters.
Some previous studies have suggested that VX-809 binds to CFTR at the NBD1:ICL4 interface He et al. 2013; Okiyoneda et al. 2013) , whereas others have proposed that VX-809 may also correct the F508del-induced MSD1 misfolding (Ren et al. 2013) . The direct binding of VX-809 to CFTR was later confirmed by biophysical methods (Eckford et al. 2014) , that have also pointed out to mild potentiation for the compound when acutely applied to low temperature rescued CFTR. In addition, it was also shown that VX-809 ability to correct may be impaired by a chronic treatment with the potentiator VX-770 (Cholon et al. 2014; Veit et al. 2014) . Our results show that VX-809 increases F508del-CFTR accumulation and decreases its turnover, so by stabilizing the mutant. Still consistent with a direct binding of the compound these data suggest that VX-809 increases the processing efficiency of F508del-CFTR as a result of an increased stabilization of the immature form. Accordingly, the lower processing efficiency of C3 and C4 may result from the absence of this stabilization which does not occur for these two molecules. It was previously shown that VX-809 does not lower the turnover of F508del-CFTR to a rate similar to its wt counterpart (He et al. 2013 ). However, our data shown here, demonstrate that there is a significant decrease in comparison to nontreated cell lines. Taken together, these observations are consistent with the concept that VX-809 is not able by itself to correct F508del-CFTR traffic to the levels of wt-CFTR (Amaral and Farinha 2013) .
Conclusion
Our results here show that VX-809 is the most efficient of the three correctors studied in functionally rescuing F508del-CFTR in all three cellular models tested. Despite the utility of heterologous expression cells in the identification of correctors and good predictability in ranking the relative rescuing efficiencies of the compounds, data also evidence that testing them in relevant cells, that is, primary cultures of HBE cells from CF patients, is crucial to predict the effectiveness of compounds in clinical trials. On this regard, a very significant testing model would be primary cultures of human nasal epithelial cells (Beekman et al. 2014) , with the additional advan-tage of allowing testing of modulators in patients with rare genotypes.
Our results on the MoA of VX-809 indicate that the increased efficacy of this compound seems to result from its effect on F508del-CFTR early biogenesis by stabilizing its immature form, likely by providing a kinetic advantage for the mutant to fold and thus exit the ER. temperature, and correctors reveal the mechanism of F508del-CFTR rescue by VX-809 and suggest multiple agents for full correction. Chem Biol 20: 943-955.
